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WELCOMING 2016… HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!

Wish you a very Happy New Year. Thank
you for being a part of our journey. Your
continuous support means a lot to us, it has
helped us strengthen our belief in the power of trusting the Universe while following
our Hearts. We wish you all the love and
wisdom for the coming year...
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REFLECTIONS FROM OUR JOURNEY...
“Our journey of working with Himalayan communities, living in a village with minimal possessions and surviving on Gift Economy has helped
us in growing our trust in the universe and surrender to the entire process. We now understand what Gandhi Ji meant when he said “The best
way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others”. We now understand how our kids help us to deal with our imperfections one
day at a time. We now have become a little more patient, a little more capable of expressing love and a little more simpler in our thoughts.
We have also realized how important it is to give time to our individual growth practices on daily basis– silent time, yoga, community interactions, meditation, reflection time, writing our thoughts etc. Above all, we are now more conscious of living on the principle of “Being the
Change” we wish to see in our kids or in community.
To deepen our understanding of our inward journey, we also attend a number of workshops that help us to stay grounded on our path. In
November, we participated in a 4 day long Zazen Meditation Retreat organized by Deer Park. The retreat helped us to develop a deeper understanding of the nature of our mind and how it tries to take us away from the eternal reality that lies within all of us.
Through this Newsletter, we would like to share about the work that we have been doing in Bir with the Himalayan Communities. Our intention is to share different activities of Sahaj Jeewanshala through various pictures and kids’ writings.
In long run, we would love to see our kids following their hearts as grownups while being in harmony with their feelings and thoughts. We
understand that, in doing so, they would need a set of Values, LifeSkills and an inquiring Mind so as to listen to their inner calling and be courageous enough to follow their heart’s path irrespective of many worldly challenges coming their way. Our efforts at Jeewanshala are targeted to fill the same gap.
We hope that you would enjoy going through the details and would write back to us should you need more information or you feel inspired
for further discussion.” -DivyaAshish

PROGRESS AT SAHAJ JEEWANSHALA
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FOCUS ON BUILDING VALUES
Keeping our objectives of inner growth
in mind, the most important things we
focus on during our work are our values. We make sure that we let our kids
know that they don’t have to be fearful
of anyone and they can always simply
choose to explore/express their opinions as per their own hearts. Love is
what we always try to keep in the center. Maintaining such an environment
has also helped us in expressing our
opinions freely. However, we still need
to learn a lot from our kids as they
seem to have this ability of speaking
their hearts out way more than we do. Equality is another key value we stay conscious about. Be it any activity related to Sports or Mathematics,
both boys and girls have equal say and space irrespective of their level of performance.

IMPARTING LIFESKILLS…
In our last three months of sessions, we have conducted a lot of experiments and innovated a number of activities to foster overall growth of
our kids. Our kids learned to do surveys in the communities to learn more
about their situation and to improve their interpersonal skills. They
learned to share their thoughts and feelings by writing a number of stories. They learned to share their deep questions such as ‘Who created
God?’, ‘why do we need politicians?’, ‘why do we need to have schools?’
etc. with the entire group even when there were no concluding answers. They learned to share latest Khabar of their communities and also learned about ‘Ayurveda in daily life’ one tip at a time. We all played a
lot of games like Cricket, Chess and others. You can find more about what
we did through kids’ writings here and through a short video here.
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ART AND CRAFTS WORKSHOP
Our lack of talent in the field of Arts and Craft was complimented by Trilokbhai from Deer Park Institute. He conducted Kabaad se Jugaad workshops with our kids in which he taught us to design various articles such as flowers, table lamp, decorative material by using waste plastic material specially water bottles. Our kids loved doing that! In the process, he also inspired kids to be very careful with plastic and not throw it here
and there. He highlighted the ill-effects of burning it as the dioxins coming out of it cause cancer. Later, our kids also surveyed the communities
and created awareness about the negative side of using plastic.
The workshops helped our kids to improve their creativity in terms of making something useful out of waste, to develop an understanding of
harmful impacts of plastic, to enhance their lifeskills such as team work and co-operation and, above all, to create something with their own
hands that they could use as a souvenir in their houses.

PROGRESS AT SAHAJ JEEWANSHALA
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We also had a number of guests coming from urban parts of the country
to interact with our kids and know about their learning. We had a friend
Ajay from Mumbai, P N Subramanian Ji and his wife from MSDS, Chennai, Vineet and other college friends from Gurgaon, Ashutosh, Sneha
and Hardik from AIREP, Ahmedabad visiting us in last three months. Our
kids deeply enjoyed the interactions, learnings and bombarding our
guest with their questions. Very recently, we had an unexpected visitor
Katrina from Netherlands. She shared her story of surviving back home
during World War II, growing up in tensions and eventually becoming a
nun to practice Buddhism for last 26 years.
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EXPERIMENT WITH ‘CHOICE BASED LEARNNING’
In the beginning, we chose to experiment with ‘Choice based Learning’ methodology wherein kids could decide
whatever they wished to learn and we would simply facilitate them in doing so. For example, if out of twenty
kids, five wish to learn Maths, six wish to read story books, four wish to design a play, three wish to solve some
puzzles and two wish to do nothing, we would allow all of them to follow their hearts. The methodology
worked well for a number of days, but then, we eventually realized that we need to have dedicated facilitators
of almost all the choices so as to ensure proper learning of the kids. So, we had to discontinue with this experiment in the middle with a hope that we may try doing it again in future after making our kids familiar with
various possible activities one at a time.
Later, during one of our feedback sessions, we got to know that kids really loved this experiment in spite of it
being unstructured. They highlighted that the experiment gave them a space to speak out their heart and do
whatever came out from within– one of our major value we practice.

MAJOR CHALLENGE WE FACE
The prime challenge that we face is to convince parents and school management about the relevance of our programs. Most of them believe
that Education is limited to classroom subjects and children’s sole aim should be to score as much as they can. We try to take conscious efforts
to invest on parents in terms of one-on-one discussions so as to broaden their mindset and improve their understanding of Education. Major focus shall remain on sharing their local know-how with kids so as to facilitate better knowledge transfer within the community.
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EXPERIMENT IN LOCAL SCHOOLS
In a span of 2 months
time, with our programme
‘Prashan
Vikaas ka?’ we tried our
best to open up kids’
minds towards the shift
presently happening in
mainstream, from Mud
houses to Concrete
Houses, from Traditional Healing to Allopathic
Medicines, from Organic to Inorganic Farming
and so on. Our intention was to facilitate kids to understand the pros and
cons of both sides and not follow the mainstream blindly.
The experiment was a challenging one working within a School Ecosystem,
we also had to undo the negativity and fear among children created by
school teachers. It took them a significant time to accept the space of love
we offered in our sessions. By the end, it was a delight to see them preparing
a play on their learnings and performing in their annual function with everything that they had learned.

OUR INTENTIONS FOR FUTURE..

PEACEFUL LIVING RETREAT

We recently concluded a 3 day long Peaceful Living Retreat at
Deer Park Institute with a view to understand what does it
mean to be peaceful inside and outside and how to align what
we do with what we think and what we feel. 7 of us joined in
for an experience of exploring the deeper self. We pondered
upon questions like ‘Life is short, do I really need to live it
someone else’s way?’, ‘how do I know what my Heart says?’,
‘what surrendering to the Universe look like in practice?’, ‘why
is it so difficult to be completely my SELF in the world outside?’
Read our seekers’ reflections at the end of the retreat here.

Sahaj Jeewanshala– We wish to take the effort to the next level by introducing various real time projects that can help our kids to strengthen
their values, develop their skills and understand the world and themselves better. We intend to design a curriculum for the same based on our
past year’s learnings. We also plan to educate ourselves more by traveling and learning from relevant people. Major focus for the next year shall
remain on experiential learning wherein our kids would participate in Entrepreneurship based projects, conduct in-depth surveys on local community problems and understand how they can learn their academics better through their social environment and surroundings.
Targeting Youth- We also intend to explore working opportunities with Youth in our community. We believe that we may facilitate them in terms
of following their hearts, building Leadership Traits and developing Entrepreneurial mindset. We are also open to conduct intensive workshops
on the subject with Youth outside our community.

